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HEALTHY

Is it really a big deal
that I lied to my gyno
about how much I drink?

I have an irregular
period. Does that
mean I’m less fertile?

A_ Yes. Doctors ask you about this
because alcohol can affect your
health and your likelihood for disease. For example, excessive booze
intake is a known risk for breast
cancer. And it can lead to unsafe
sexual behaviors. When you’re honest, it gives your physician a chance
to talk to you about these factors,
work with you to figure out if you’re
too dependent on drinking, and if
necessary, help you cut back.
Bottom line: Always be candid with
your MD about everything.

A_ Fertility is a super-complex
issue, so it’s hard to say. One or two
irregular cycles is not typically a
cause for concern. But consistently
wonky ones could be a sign of
polycystic ovarian syndrome,
hormonal imbalances, or fibroids—
all of which could potentially affect
your fertility. If you experience
more than a couple of abnormal
periods (e.g., they show up too soon,
too late, or not at all) in one year,
schedule an appointment with your
ob-gyn to discuss.
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These sleek wireless
headphones’ sweatproof
design means they
won’t slip out when your
workout heats up.
(Fitbit Flyer, $130,
itbit.com)
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Trend Alert:
Designer Vitamins
The newest supplements are Instaworthy and sent straight to your door.
After a quick online assessment,
Care/Of ships out a regimen of just-foryou tablets backed by a scientific advisory board (and they’re up to 20 percent
cheaper than store versions, says the
company). Ritual offers one-size-fits-all
multis ($30 per month), packed with
vitamin D, omega-3, iron, and six other
nutrients its scientists say most women
lack. Even Gwyneth’s Goop sells doctorapproved supplement packs for $90 per
month. Most experts still say you don’t
need vitamins if you’re eating a balanced diet. But if you can swing the cost,
these pills are too pretty not to pop.
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Do you know
where these
paws have been?

THE PERCENTAGE THAT WORKING OUT
IN A GROUP LOWERS YOUR STRESS LEVEL.

SOURCE: JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION, 2017

HOW BAD IS IT?

You’ll
Live

Not Changing
Your Sheets
for a Month
(or Longer)

GIRL WITH GL ASSES, PUPPIES: GETT Y IMAGES.

YAY, S C I E N C E !

Spacing out
means you’re
smart! Next time
you get caught
daydreaming in
a meeting,
blame your
brilliant mind.
A Georgia Institute of Technology
study linked zoning out to high
intelligence and creativity. To boost
brain power, try de-focusing more (but
not when you’re on a deadline).

Let’s put it this way:
One recent study
found a “significant
amount” of bacteria on
bath towels after just
7 days, and the load
“dramatically
increased” after 14.
“Bacteria and other
microbes thrive
in moist, warm conditions—and sheets usually fit at least one of
those criteria,” says
Lisa Yakas, microbiologist at NSF International, a global public
health and safety nonprofit. The not-sosnuggly things that
love your dirty bedding include yeast and
mold (which can magnify allergies) and coliforms (i.e., nasties like
E. coli that come from
fecal matter)—pretty
gross, if not exactly
life-threatening. “I
would not expect
someone to get seriously ill from sleeping
on dirty bed sheets,”
says Yakas, “but I personally wouldn’t want
to lie in yeast, mold,
and E. coli.” If you
would also like to avoid
getting intimate
with these germs,
launder your sheets
once a week.

Just
Don’t

